VOLLEYBALL ENGLAND

‘EVERY CONTACT COUNTS’ ONLINE CPD EVENT FOR THE COACHING COMMUNITY

THE TOPIC/CONTEXT:
Most Volleyball coaches in England unfortunately do not have the luxury of having a large amount of training time with their participants or their teams, so it is vital that we make the most of the time that we have to ensure individuals and the team are progressing towards their common goal. The 2015 conference provided some information on how an effective plan can help the coaches with this, but we wanted to follow on from this and relate the topic back to the Volleyball world we operate in. David Roberts (England Cadet Girls Assistant Coach) and Stephen McKeown (England Cadet Girls Head Coach) will share their knowledge from their wealth of experience with both national and local teams and allow you all to voice an opinion and ask plenty of questions. The is the first of its kind event, and is sure not to be missed!

WHEN: The interactive seminar will start at 7.30pm on 12th August
Please make sure you are logging in at 7.15pm at latest as there are usually teething issues upon 1st launch of the software

HOW: Instructions will be emailed to you a few days before the event following registration
Please register interest here:

http://bit.ly/1Oworfl